Intermediate and Advanced Harmony Singing Workshops

In our intermediate and advanced harmony singing workshops, you’ll take your harmony singing to the next level with lots of small-group practice and individualized coaching. You’ll learn:

- How to sing harmony on songs with challenging or tricky melodies.
- How to figure out your harmony lines when there are minor chords or unusual chord progressions.
- How to fill in the missing part in a trio, whether it’s high, low or in the middle.
- Techniques that will enable you to nail your harmony part faster and more easily than ever before.
- How to adapt your voice to get a great blend with different types of voices, both male and female.
- How to create harmonies that are “outside the box.”

Specialty Workshops

We also offer specialty workshops, where we can focus on the harmony singing skills you want to learn. Specialty workshop topics include:

- Harmony singing with confidence: how to stay on your part and get the “harmony buzz.”
- How to stop worrying and learn to love the bluegrass baritone (harmony below the melody).
- Harmony singers’ workout: Drills, licks and tricks that strengthen your ear and your vocal skills for singing any kind of harmony.
- How to achieve harmony between men and women (musical harmony that is!): Special tips and techniques for people who sing in mixed groups.